


Kathy Sullivan loved to explore.

 When her dad brought home blueprints of the

 airplanes he was designing at work, Kathy unrolled

 the pages and spread them out. She carefully crawled

 over them, studying the lines and curves.



  When she was older, Kathy studied other papers.



 Whenever an airplane flew overhead, young

    Kathy would stop, look up, and say, “I wonder

  where it’s going.”

 She daydreamed about having a pocketful of

  airplane tickets. When people asked her what she

   wanted to do when she grew up, she’d announce,

“I want to see the whole world!”



   But what job lets you do that? Later on, Kathy

    found out. It started with a ticket and a suitcase.



Young Kathy loved maps and books and

   foreign languages, too. Their strange symbols,

 exotic tales, and musical sounds made her feel

   like the world was waiting for her. Maybe she’d be

 a spy or a diplomat. Kathy thought “adventurer”

  had a nice ring to it.

  “Girls don’t like those jobs,”

 her friends said.

  Most grown-ups told her,

 “Girls are supposed to be

 teachers or nurses or moms.”



  By the time she was an adult, Kathy realized

     something. “I know what I love, and I’m just

  going to follow that compass.”



 While growing up, Kathy often went fishing with

   her dad and brother. The three of them climbed in

 the car and drove through the inky blackness so

   they could have their lines in the lake when the sun—

  and the fish—woke up.

  Later in the day, when it got so hot that she

  couldn’t stand it a second longer . . .

. . . CANNONBALL!
  Kathy delighted in how her arms and legs

 moved in slow motion underwater.



 Kathy loved the water—

 .even when she was grown
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